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Abstract 

 

This paper aims to explore the multifaceted involvement of women in conflict, as soldiers              

and violence perpetrators, as systematic rape survivors and as prominent figures in the state              

order. By deconstructing diversified identities of women in conflict, it casts an alternative             

narrative of the Bosnian War. This massacre has been studied from a gender perspective over the                

years but having women as the subject of rape (as victims or survivors) has always been the                 

overarching theme of the analysis. Regardless of the importance of this portrait, it is fundamental               

to understand that the involvement of women was beyond that reduction. A depiction of women               

as commanders, soldiers, rape survivors and activists and the implications of their roles creates a               

more inclusive narrative for the conflict.  
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Introduction  

 
This paper explores how the plethora of roles women played in the Bosnian War has been                

constructed, subsequently how these identities impacted gender hierarchies, general perceptions          

and the post conflict reconstruction process. This puzzle is solely tailored to the particular case of                

the Bosnian War, as the general role of women in armed conflict is too broad of a research field                   

to be fully addressed.  
 

The analysis will be solely focused on the Yugoslavian context, on the involvement of              

women in the development of the Bosnian War (1992-1995), as well as in the aftermath of the                 

conflict.1 It is important to understand that the conflict is seen as an ethnically rooted war. The                 

conflict involved the three ethnic groups in the region: Serbs, Croats and Bosniaks (Bosnian              

Muslims). The genocide was directly targeting the Muslim population of the region, ethnicity             

being a fundamental component of the violations. 2It is also one of the first conflicts that                

recognized the use of rape as a war tool, as thousands of women were subject to systematic rape                  

and sexual enslavement by military officials and combatants.  

 

I. Systematic Rape and Sexual Enslavement from a Sexual and Gender Based            

Violence (SGBV) Perspective  

The case of systematic rape and sexual enslavement in the Bosnian War could be              

included in the Sexual and Gender-Based Violence (SGBV) framework, as it is a deeply              

gendered act, performed against one’s will, based on gender and power dynamics.3 When             

referring to systematic rape, I operationalize the use of rape as a mass gendered war tool.4 When                 

1 UN Economic and Social Council ‘Situation of Human Rights in the Territory of the Former Yugoslavia’, report 
submitted by Mr Tadeusz Mazowiecki, Special Rapporteur of the Commission on Human Rights, 10 February 1993, 
E/CN.4/1993/50. 
2 Lene Hansen, Security as Practice, Discourse analysis and the Bosnian War, ( London: Routledge, 2006), 
https://doi.org/10.4324/9780203236338, 4-7.  
3 UNHCR, “Sexual and gender based violence”, available at 
https://www.unhcr.org/sexual-and-gender-based-violence.html, accessed 20th April 2020.  
4 Inger Skjelsbæk, The Political Psychology of War Rape, ( London: Routledge, 2012), 
https://doi.org/10.4324/9780203695616, 5-15.  
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referring to sexual enslavement I turn to the dimension of women being forced to engage in                

sexual activities. I argue that the primal pillar that serves as a foundation for the identity of                 

women in war is that of women as rape victims and survivors. Rape, as an identity forming                 

factor, is not limited in times of war, but carries impact and significance even decades after the                 

actual conflict. The trauma and the lack of humanity in this action, as well as the use of rape as a                     

war tool are extremely important in fathoming the experience women have faced.  

Due to scarcity of data, some estimates approximate between 20.000 and 50.000-women            

being victims of rape, however this number should not be regarded as the absolute truth, as the                 

data collection in the region has been inconsistent during the years. 5Secondly, a barrier to               

collecting data is the psychological trauma suffered by the victims, which results implicitly in              

less testimonials on the behalf of the victims. 6  

The appropriate international framework for treating such a sensitive subject is the            

recognition of systematic rape and sexual enslavement in war time as crimes against humanity by               

the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia.7 However, under this proposed            

framework, there are still limited steps towards granting support for the families or for the               

victims, as there are still insufficient ways towards granting reparations, non-repetition           

assurance, financial and moral support. In defining the experience of rape for women, we should               

be aware that gendered violence has multiple modus operandi: political violence lies in the              

gendered relations and gender hierarchies, as understood by the patriarchal society. Rape is a              

crime that targets women more than men because of the nature of the society, and the common                 

patriarchal association between the body of a woman and territory, as two symbols of victory in                

a combat.8 This is how raping a woman and conquering a territory become equivalent in time of                 

war, as symbols of power and righteousness among armies.  

5 Sue Turton, “Bosnian War rape survivors speak of their suffering 25 years on”, The Independent, 2017, available 
at 
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/long_reads/bosnia-war-rape-survivors-speak-serbian-soldiers-balkans-women-
justice-suffering-a7846546.html, accessed 20th April 2020. 
6 Merisha Gadzo, “Court fees and fear: Bosnia war rape victims struggle”, Al Jazeera, 2017,  available at 
https://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/features/court-fees-fear-bosnia-war-rape-victims-struggle-171227105627071.ht
ml, accessed 20th April 2020.  
7United Nations, “International Criminal Tribunal for Former Yugoslavia, available at  https://www.icty.org/, 
accessed 20th April 2020. 
8 Susan Brownmiller, “Making Female Bodies the Battlefield”, in A. Stiglmayer (ed.) Mass Rape: The War against 
Women in Bosnia-Herzegovina,( London: University of Nebraska Press,1994), 180-4.  
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The dualist nature of identity of both victims and survivors of rape serves a symbolic               

reminder for the twain of past and present atrocities.9 In consequence, the process of              

dehumanization has two aspects, which impact both the women and the society in the short term                

and long term. Firstly, the act of aggression in itself against women, the collective womanhood               

and the spirit of the nation, cannot be perceived only as a one time act, but as a recurrent act, that                     

remains vivid in the collective memory of women and society. Secondly, it is the symbolic               

nature of the act and the consequences for the women who survive the aggression. The               

consequences are different depending on the perspective of a given community, for some the              

victim of the rape is a living evidence of the brutality of the enemies and a symbol of national                   

defeat.10 This perspective carries negative implications, as women can be perceived as societal             

pariahs and living memory of a war that will forever persist in the collective consciousness of the                 

society. The other perception understands the context and the experience of the victims and              

enables decision makers to envision compensations, reparations or public apologies.  

However, we do not see any public legislative measure for closure and compensation             

from the Bosnian government regarding victims of rape, just individual ruled decisions, between             

the aggressor and the victim, such as the latest case in 2019 when the convicted paid an                 

approximate of 16.000 euros to victims.11 Some may argue that the experience of a rape victim                

cannot be erased from one’s memory, nor it can be ameliorated with financial reparation,              

however the symbolic payment of reparations can serve as a closure mechanism to the victims               

and their children. It can become a stimulus to a better life, to a new perspective or just a sign of                     

recognition of their suffering. The failure of the government to establish such a system or to                

voice any public opinion about the matter serves in enforcing the first type of social mentality. It                 

constructs and furthers the rhetoric of victims of rape as signs of defeat and does not enhance                 

their possibility to access equal rights in a deeply patriarchal society.  

Building on the already multilateral nature of women as rape survivors, there is also the               

dimension of motherhood. The Serbian army used the method of enforced pregnancy as a tool of                

9Jill  Benderly, ‘Rape, Feminism, and Nationalism in the War in Yugoslav Successor States’, in Lois A. West (ed.) 
Feminist Nationalism, ( London: Routledge,1997), 59–72. 
10 Beverly Allen, Rape Warfare, The Hidden Genocide in Bosnia Hertzegovina and Croatia, (University of 
Minnessota Press, 1996), https://www.jstor.org/stable/10.5749/j.ctttt37p?turn_away=true, 1-17.  
11 Emina Dizdarevic , “Bosnian War Rape Convicts Compensate Victim for First Time”, Balkan Transitional Justice 
,2019, available at 
https://balkaninsight.com/2019/09/17/bosnian-rape-convicts-pay-victim-compensation-for-first-time/, accessed 21st 
of April 2020.  
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genocide, believing that the genetic material of the Serbian abusers will prevail. 12The logic              

behind forced insemination lies in the drive of forcing genetic perpetuation as an act of posterity                

in the Serbian perspective, but it completely precludes that the child will inherit half of the                

genetic material of the mother and only sees women as containers for pregnancy, not as               

contributors to the genetics of the child.13 

The identity of rape victims and survivors is not a temporal state, but rather an               

intergenerational shared identity that impacts communities even two decades after the war. 14It             

carries not only the atrocity of the experience itself but impacts the involvement of women in the                 

society and their daily lives. It echoes powerfully, in a deeply patriarchal society and shows the                

differences in perception and perspectives that individuals could have regarding the same act.             

This constructed identity is antagonized by the direct involvement of women in war as              

aggressors and direct perpetrators, this contrast becoming increasingly relevant in the           

deconstruction of the traditional war narrative. 15 

 

II. Female War Criminals and Accountability  

  
Because of the general association between women and victims, it is usually less             

common to talk about the role that women perpetrators have played in wars. I argue that                

analyzing the involvement of female war criminals and aggressors in the Bosnian War is              

fundamental in delving into the chosen research question, regarding the multiple identities and             

roles women can have in a conflict setting. Such circumstances challenge the normative             

perception vis à vis women and structural power, destroying the veil of narrative by which               

women do not commit atrocities against women civilians. Even if thousands of women             

participated in the wars of former Yugoslavia and some of them were even convicted for serious                

aggressions and crimes, this aspect is still not taking enough space in the gender and armed                

conflict research field and it can be undermined in terms of importance and visibility. Not only                

12 Susan Brownmiller, Against Our Will, (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1975). 
13 Anne Tierney Goldstein, Recognizing Forced Impregnation as a War Crime Under International Law: A Special 
Report of the International Program, (New York: Center for Reproductive Law & Policy,1993).  
14 Dubravka Zarkov, ‘War Rapes in Bosnia: On Masculinity, Femininity and Power of the Rape Victim Identity’, 
Tijdschrift voor Criminologie 39(2), 1997, 140–51. 
15 Beverly Allen, Rape Warfare, The Hidden Genocide in Bosnia Hertzegovina and Croatia, (University of 
Minnessota Press, 1996),  https://www.jstor.org/stable/10.5749/j.ctttt37p?turn_away=true, 1-17.  
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had they committed serious human rights transgressions, but also served as a tool of              

disseminating further aggressions. Albeit, there is still not an official, commonly agreed upon             

number, the estimations show that the Army of Bosnia and Herzegovina had 5,360 women              

involved, some being direct fighters and other being involved in the logistics of preparation. 16 

 In order to address the main question of how identity is constructed, I will refer to                

testimonials and reports of women, from the position of aggressors. I will shed light on the case                 

of Biljana Plavsic, the former president of Serb dominated territory, Republika Srpska. This is              

highly relevant for the identity building argument because it became a high profile case over the                

last years, as she was the first woman to be convicted by the International Criminal Tribunal for                 

Former Yugoslavia.17 She was charged with genocide, complicity to genocide and extermination,            

all of them committed during the Bosnian War. A relevant point in her analysis is the fact that                  

she admitted her guilt in the persecution of non-Serbs and she was sentenced to 11 years of                 

prison. 18However, after she served her sentence, she claimed that she was not guilty and that she                 

pleaded that way just to get a smaller sentence. She was very positively welcomed back in the                 

community and had a lot of public support from the population, even if her guilt was proven                 

through conducted research over the years. This illustrates the instance in which, based on the               

identity of being a woman involved in a conflict, the community can review a case               

circumstantially and willingly offer reintegration and public support. 19 

It is usually argued that female war criminals are treated and perceived differently both              

by judicial courts and by the general audience in time of war and also in their future trials. This                   

different treatment can be understood similarly to the case prior analyzed. 20Because of the              

common association of men with power and war, but also because war criminals are seen               

through a phallocentric perspective as dangerous and tamed, women war criminals are given             

more clemency. Being a woman becomes more significant in the eyes of the public than being a                 

16 Ajnija Omanic, Mevlida Serdarevic, Amer Ovcina, Hajrunisa Omanic, Jasna Omanic,  “Participation of women in 
the 1992-1995 war in Bosnia and Herzegovina”, Acta medico-historica adriatica : AMHA. 8, 2010, 135-44.  
17 International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia, “ In the Trial Chamber”, Case No. IT-00-39&40/1, 23 
February 2001, available at https://www.icty.org/x/cases/plavsic/tjug/en/, accessed 22nd of April 2020.  
18 ibidem 
 
19 Oliver Simić “‘I Would Do the Same Again’: In Conversation With Biljana Plavšić.” International Criminal 
Justice Review 28, no. 4 (December 2018), doi:10.1177/1057567718769703, 317–32.  
20 Jovana Prusina, “Female War Criminals: Untold Story of the Balkan Conflict”, Balkan Transitional Justice, 2018, 
available at 
https://balkaninsight.com/2018/11/30/female-war-criminals-untold-story-of-the-1990s-conflicts-11-29-2018/, 
accessed 22nd of April 2020. 
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war criminal, the identity of these women becomes a mélange between the atrocities they have               

committed and the gender they represent in a deeply patriarchal society. It is hard to assume that                 

the public acceptance of Plavsic was because she was a woman or because she was a Serb, the                  

intersections between ethnicity and gender being difficult to deconstruct in the post conflict             

Yugoslavia. However, the possible association of gender and clemency is still to be taken into               

account, men are seen only as war criminals, women are generally female war criminals,              

especially because the linguistic association itself is seen as antithetical.  
21  

 

III. The role of women in post conflict reconstruction  

 
Another fundamental pillar in the deconstruction of identity is the involvement of women             

in activism. Building on the identity of women as mothers and caregivers, I argue that the social                 

display of these characteristics is also a characteristic in itself. Symbolically, the children of the               

victims of forced pregnancy have been more vocal in recent years, talking publicly about the               

discrimination they faced in school, about the fear that their mothers might not love them               

because of the association with the memory of rape and about the common societal view of their                 

mothers as “whores”.22 They have been present on the political scene, manifesting, telling the              

story of discrimination or organizing art events that tackled the invisibility of their experience.              
23This builds further on how important identity is, how plural it can become and how important it                 

is to explore the different segments of it. 
A plethora of women’s organizations that were formed during this period strategically            

used women’s importance as caregivers to justify forming the organization. For example, Srcem             

do Mira, a small women’s organization used the nature of women as caregivers (popular in the                

21 Dubravka Zarko,  ‘War Rapes in Bosnia: On Masculinity, Femininity and Power of the Rape Victim Identity’, 
Tijdschrift voor Criminologie 39(2), 1997, 140–51. 
22 The use of the word whore has been contextually chosen as a translation of the serbian курва (kurva), as it can be 
seen in the following text: Beverly Allen, Rape Warfare, The Hidden Genocide in Bosnia Hertzegovina and Croatia, 
(University of Minnessota Press, 1996), https://www.jstor.org/stable/10.5749/j.ctttt37p?turn_away=true, 87-100.  
23 Daria Sito-Sutic, “'Invisible' Bosnians born of wartime rape use art to find their voice”, Reuters, 2019, available at 
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-bosnia-war-play/invisible-bosnians-born-of-wartime-rape-use-art-to-find-their-vo
ice-idUSKBN1WU1SC, accessed 23rd April 2020. 
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patriarchal mindset) to legitimize the creation of an organization that aims de facto at the               

empowerment of women. 24 

The empowerment paradigm has been present in the struggle of Bosnian women to             

reverse the patriarchal norms of the society. They began being engaged in resistance, publicly,              

before and after the war as they have seen the facets of violence. Building on their identity of                  

mothers of soldiers they have broken into the Serbian Parliament in 1991, asking for their sons to                 

be free. Even if they have faced legal consequences, this act of bravery was a lobby tool for the                   

movement after the war. 25 

In the aftermath of the war, when 8000 men and young men were killed, we have seen                 

the same pattern of resistance, having its basis on the grief and the outrage of mothers and wives                  

who lost their loved ones. Women in Black have gathered in protests, in the name of the atrocities                  

that have been committed, being driven by the motto: “Not in our name!”. 26 There is an identity                  

trait to this act as well, they dismiss the association with the violent conflict, and they disagree to                  

its development and to the consequences.  

Politically, women were elected in 2.4% of the seats in the House of Representatives,              

without any woman being elected mayor in any of the municipalities27.Women organizations            

have reached for help from bigger organizations like OSCE and created campaigns to raise              

awareness on the importance of voting and initiating leadership sectoral initiatives. 28 

Even if the Dayton Agreement was seen as being gender inclusive, especially in terms of                

social norms and political realities, it did not uphold gender norms, because of its focus on the                 

past, rather than on the social reconstruction that follows the war.29 

 

 

 

 

 

24 Marie E Berry, “Women’s Political Mobilization in Bosnia-Herzegovina.” Chapter. In War, Women, and Power: 
From Violence to Mobilization in Rwanda and Bosnia-Herzegovina, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
2018), doi:10.1017/9781108236003.007, 151-77.  
25 ibidem 
26 ibidem 
27 ibidem 
28 ibidem 
29 ibidem 
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Conclusion 

 

This paper sought to compare and critically analyze the design of women‘s identity in the               

Bosnian War (1992-1995). It discussed how the simultaneous construction of different identities            

unlock concurrent roles that women serve in several realms: motherhood, victimhood and,            

unanticipated by many: perpetrators. While the International Tribunal of Former Yugoslavia           

remains a pillar of justice in the post-conflict society, it is bound by little legal tools that may                  

acknowledge or improve the position of both female combatants and civilians. In this setting, the               

identity of women is continuously shaped by converging feelings of self-blame, societal blame,             

acknowledgment or shame, many years after the conflict has been put off. Women-survivors face              

the paucity of reparations and ineffective state response and the constant doubt of their children,               

while women aggressors are treated with more clemency for their acts, both by courts of justice                

and by the mass population.  

The puzzle of how the identity of women is constructed and the process's relationship              

with other variables such as the evolution of patriarchal structure in a post-conflict Bosnia and               

Herzegovina is porous and far from being solved. Further analysis should look at how this               

layering of divergent identities influence the politicization of rape during war time, adopting             

original and relying data sets and presenting, hopefully, more stories told by women. 
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